
LINE ONE

Time: the Future. Place: [LOC]. Crime: Everywhere. Hope: Dim.
For thousands of years, a family of [JOB]s has protected [LOC] from danger, currently lead by [PROT].
[LOC] has long been a beautiful oasis from the pains of the outside world.
Meet [PROT]: a hardworking [JOB] with a heart of gold, friend to all in [LOC].
In a world where crime is rampant and promises are cheap, [PROT] has vowed to protect the citizens of [LOC].
Ever since [ANT] managed to take over, [LOC] has been plagued with violence and discontent.
[PROT] was just trying to live a simple life, working as a [JOB] and hanging out with [RLT].
Life in [LOC] used to be nice… until [ANT] corrupted local government, infecting the city with crime and filth.
Today was supposed to be the day that [PROT] and [RLT] finally left [LOC] to start new lives elsewhere.
Ever since evil forces arrived to knock heads, the peace in [LOC] has been extremely tenuous.
[LOC] operates under the protection of the Super [JOB] Crew, run by their fearless leader [PROT].
[LOC] is a beautiful lovely town, terrorized by the devious schemes of [ANT].
Welcome to [LOC], where the crime rate keeps growing and morale keeps slowing.
[PROT] thought it was just a normal day, hanging out with friends in [LOC].
Good morning! It’s another beautiful day in [LOC]!
In the heart of [LOC], there is a [JOB] named [PROT], who is bound by birth to protect the streets.
Citizens of [LOC] usually go about their lives peacefully, secure that [PROT] is keeping an eye on things.
For all of [PROT]’s life, their only goal was to keep everyone in [LOC] safe.
Twenty years ago, the citizens of [LOC] forced [ANT] to leave, bringing peace and joy to all who lived there.
It’s been five years since [PROT] bested [ANT] from power, gaining control as head [JOB].
[PROT] woke up this morning with just one wish: to have a relaxing day off.
[PROT] thought this day couldn’t possibly get any worse.
[PROT] moved to [LOC], hoping to relax from the stress of being a [JOB].
[LOC] has always been a respectable family town, thanks to the watchful eye of [PROT].
[LOC] used to be a wretched hive of scum and villainy, until [PROT] and [RLT] arrived to fight off evildoers.



LINE TWO

Now [ANT]’s trying to totally kill the vibe, flooding the streets with unprecedented levels of crime!
Suddenly… catastrophe! [RLT] has been kidnapped by [ANT]!
The perfect circumstances for [ANT] to unveil their fiendish plan… to [EVT]!
Now [ANT] has a plan to [EVT]!
Oh woe, that [ANT] decided to [EVT], throwing [LOC] into complete chaos!
Now the criminals are getting bold, with all kinds of gnarly riff raff openly fighting in the streets!
But [LOC] better look out, because now [ANT]’s looking to [EVT], and only [PROT] can stop them!
Now word on the street is that some mysterious force is trying to [EVT].
Too bad [ANT]’s planning to destroy everything completely, with a fiendish plan to [EVT].
But wait… what’s this? Reports are coming in that [ANT] plans to [EVT] tonight!
Of course, that means [ANT] thinks this would be the perfect time to [EVT].
Now [ANT] prepares to mix things up with a crazy plan: they’re going to [EVT]! Whaaaaaat???
Disaster! [ANT] has now decided they need to [EVT], and is fighting anyone who stands in their way!
Rumors are going around that it’s time… [ANT]’s ultimate plan to [EVT] is already in motion…
Now to ruin everything, [ANT] has decided to [EVT]!
Now [RLT] has gone missing, and it’s rumored that [ANT] is behind it!
Lately citizens have become more frightened than usual, locking their doors and pulling their shades at night.
Now [RLT] is gone, and who better to blame than [ANT]?
But don’t let that distract you from the real problem: [ANT] is attempting to [EVT]!
Better watch out though: things are going to get super complicated if [ANT] manages to [EVT]!
Now [ANT]’s trying to frame [PROT], so it looks like they’re scheming to [EVT]!
But what’s this? Look, over there… [ANT] is trying to [EVT]!
Whispers have been heard that someone is trying to [EVT], and that someone is [ANT].
Now word is out that last night someone managed to [EVT], and they’ve framed [PROT] as the culprit.
Then, the unbelievable: [ANT] has successfully framed [RLT] for some super serious crimes!



LINE THREE

If [PROT] doesn’t do something, soon all of [LOC] is going to be affected!
It’s up to [PROT] to take [ANT] down and put an end to this…
[PROT] needs to act quickly, or [RLT] will be in grave danger!
Come on, [PROT]! Time to show [LOC] who you really are!
The time has come for [PROT] to achieve their true destiny.
It’s gonna take everything [PROT] has to shut these shenanigans down!
If [PROT] can’t put a stop to this, the future looks pretty grim…
Someone should do something about this!
The time for the showdown between [ANT] and [PROT] is at hand…
Don’t blink, or crime will get ya! Stay sharp, [PROT]!
There’s only one way to solve a problem like this: fighting!
Good thing [PROT]’s willing to fight anything and everything so that [LOC] can rest peacefully...
[PROT] doesn’t know how to save the day, but will keep fighting until they do!
Oh no! What’s going to happen??!?
I hope [PROT]’s ready to fight through this mess…
Armed with honest purpose and the skills of a [JOB], it’s up to [PROT] to make things right!
Don’t just stand there and let this happen, [PROT]! Fight back!
There’s only one solution! You gotta fight, [PROT]!
What perfect timing. [PROT]’s been itching for an excuse to take [ANT] down.
[PROT] would do anything for [RLT], even if it means going head to head with [ANT]…
That’s messed up! I sure hope [PROT] can stop all this!
All of this has given [PROT] the chance to fight back, fueled by the strength of ultimate rage.
[PROT]’s on a mission to make sure this kind of behavior doesn’t go unpunished.
Buckle up [PROT]: time to end some crime.
Finally, some time for [PROT]’s favorite hobby: taking down criminals.



[PROT] [ANT] [RLT]

Flame Kennedy The Shadow Syndicate the Mayor
Avery Billionaire Rich Kingsley the Mayor's family
Alex Justice some corporate fat cat the Mayor's other family
Angel Vox Crusher Incorporated [PROT]'s dog
Indigo Journey tech wiz Ace Binary [PROT]'s spouse
Jackie Kai The Gunmetal Goons [PROT]'s kid
Beats Karney the Dark Warrior [PROT]'s grandmother
Kelsey Kicks Principal Turncoat [PROT]'s best friend
Raine Claw Hammer [PROT]'s ex
Storm Crescent Wrench [PROT]'s therapist
Riley crime boss Vice Grip [PROT]'s next door neighbor
Montana Paris the Illuminati [PROT]'s third cousin once removed
Parker Dune the secret cyber government the Chief of Police
Phoenix Sage poorly disguised alien Hugh Mann a 5,000 year old monk
Rory Scout Fluffy Kitty Co. the Grand Emperor
Ash Ryan Miles 'Mealy Mouthed' Malone the High Priestess
River Ultradash Industries the President
Kit Striker The Coiled Serpent three kids in a trenchcoat
Echo Nova the local street gang a cybernetically enhanced cockroach
Rebel Pine Baddie Payne wrestling superstar Danny Throwdown

the child destined to rule the world
everyone's favorite bus driver
a gentle alley cat named Tobi
some guy
a horse



[LOC] [EVT] [JOB]

New Rock City kidnap [RLT] bouncer
Beatdown Town overthrow the government cop
Peaceful Valley destroy local businesses acrobat
Metrotopia burn [LOC] janitor
Queens steal the crown jewels wrestler
New Shining Shores ban extra large sodas accountant
Old Homington make muscle shirts illegal assassin
Electroburbia make parachute pants seem trendy part time karaoke host
New Old Deep go back in time and prevent [PROT] from being born interior designer
East Rust Stacks hypnotize [RLT] to join their side body guard
Mechovania steal [PROT]'s DNA and make an evil clone soldier
The Outskirts build a robot army clerk
Old Creek Town spread a mind control virus politician
Smooth Jazz Suburbs blow up the moon lawyer
Cybervast take [RLT] hostage firefighter
Jockopolis steal control of MegaCorp actor
The Meat Burbs take over the streets fry cook
Sweet Pummeling Plains rob [LOC]'s biggest bank boxer
Ultra New Jam Place impersonate [PROT] and make them look foolish dancer
Thin Air Towers feed [RLT] to hungry sharks wearing laser hats hairdresser

become irresponsibly good looking
beat up everyone
make grime grimier, and crime crimier
do something, not sure what, but definitely evil
force [RLT] to be on their reality TV show


